Patients see their problems clearly and comfortably without the doctor resorting to awkward hand gestures and elaborate verbal descriptions that may confuse the patient. Patients recognize their doctor’s expertise and problem-solving skills through the interactive co-discovery process. The doctor can demonstrate treatment solutions in sequence. Practice will see a dramatic increase in case acceptance and office productivity. Easily integrated into existing technology—no need for expensive digital upgrades.
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XCPT Features

- Simple, thorough and elegant interface
- Creates treatment planning sequence
- Fully customizable to each doctor’s unique method
- Menu-driven with live rendering of crowns, abutments, implants, attachments, etc.
- Expandable—new images and implant systems can be added with ease
- Dynamic Font management and in-line Text editor
- Works with all office management systems that will accept a jpeg format
- All images can be magnified and made transparent
- Menus become transparent, maintaining an unencumbered view of the document
- All final treatment plans can be emailed, printed, or copied into a word processor or presentation program
- Combines both radiographs and color clinical photographs into one document
- Generates electronic radiographs for insurance claims
- Single or multiple user
- Network friendly
- Uses both analog and digital X-rays
- Simple system requirements—Windows XP or later, simple digital camera or flatbed scanner with color transparency adapter
- HIPAA compliant
- Cosmetic imaging using patient photos
- Smile design using patient photos

30-Day Trial

See how the visual power of XCPT treatment planning software can positively impact your dental practice. Visit www.xcpt.com to enjoy a free 30-day trial version of XCPT.

XCPT...Building Trust Through Innovative Visual Communication

XCPT founder, Steven J. Feldman, D.D.S., has used the XCPT method with great success for many years, realizing a steady increase in patient acceptance and productivity. He developed XCPT software to offer dental professionals the opportunity to clearly and easily educate their patients about treatment options using a highly visual approach.